
The Nazi: state was foundéd on the doctrine that
the German people were a master race with a right, as such,
to conquer and rule the lesser breeds of the human family .
Nazi rule was based .openly and nakedly Qn force, and ten year s
ago virtually the whole world was convinced that unless this
force was destroyed it would destroy everything worthwhile in
the world .

The terrible menace of Nazi.domination - and we
should never forget it was a terrible menace - was destroyed
by a mighty effort on the part of the rest of the world . In
overcoming the Nazi menace, the Russian people had a heroic
part . I believe the vast majority of people all over th e
free world were ready, in 1945, to co-operate with the Russians
in peace as they had co-operated with us in war .

We could hardly be blamed for hoping that the victory,
won at so terrible a-cost, would give real peace to the world
and that it would give humanity a real chance to devote its
energies to constructive activities . In 1945, many of us
cherished the hope that, even if full co-operation with the
Soviet Union could not be achieved, we might at least reach a
'tolerable modus vivendi based upon a common weariness of war
and a commôiï desire 'f&r . peace .

In 1945, many people felt that Communism, after all,
was not the same thing as Nazism . Of cotfrse, the philosophical
basis or Communism was repugnant to most of us and the
barbarity of Communist practices was even more repugnant, but,
at least, the Communists did not claim tô be a master race
with a natural right to dominate the whole world by force .
The Nazi state glorified war ; the Communist state had never
openly done so. The goal of Communism was said to be the
material welfare of mankind and, in the Communist ideology,
'force was looked upon as a means to an end, not the end 'itself .

It is precisely this theoretical goal of increased
material welfare for the less .fortunate part of humanity,
accompanied by the Communist propaganda in favour of racial
equality, which has constituted at once the main appeal and
the greatest ideological danger of totalitarian Communism.
The fact that Communism, in its Soviet form, denies the
essential importance of the human being and the possibility of
the individual ever influencing his own fate, in this world or
in the hereafter, is often lost sight or by those to whom the
Communist myth appeals .

On the other hand, this appeal of Communism to the
unfortunate and the oppressed has had one good effect . It
has sharpened our realization that we must do something our-
selves to remove the social evils which provide the breeding
ground for Communist support .

Mr . Arnold Toynbee has pointed out in a recent
article that, if the Communists continue in their present
course, "we may see them rouse the Western World to cure
itself of the faults for which the Communists denounce it,
and to fulfil, in our owri Western way, any admirable aims
that are on Communism's official agenda . "

Of course it is not the intention of the Communists
to push our Western civilization into putting its house in
better order, but there are increasing grounds for believing
that is what they may be accomplishing .


